How to check a fuse in a car
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A blown fuse can be annoying, but it actually helps prevent electrical damage and fire.
Fortunately, fuses are inexpensive and easy to replace. Look inside the fuse in question for
black charred marks or a broken filament wire. Safety Warning: Never use a fuse with a higher
amperage than the one that blew. Installing the wrong fuse can cause electrical damage or a
fire. Tip: If your car is disabled due to a blown fuse, you could swap out a matching fuse that
controls a non-essential device. For instance, if the fuse that controls your ignition blew, you
could temporarily use the one for your radio, as long as the 2 fuses are identical. Just remember
to turn off the car before removing a fuse. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you
access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping
you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public health and economic
crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes
in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to create more
in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of instructional content
with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a contribution to wikiHow
today. To check fuses in your home fuse box, first find the fuse box, which may be located in
your garage, basement, utility room, or attic. Once you find the fuse box, shut off the power at
the main switch. To avoid overloading the replacement fuse, also unplug any appliances that
turned off when the fuse blew. After the power is off, locate the fuse that corresponds to the
room where the power went out and twist it out of its socket. Check if the fuse is broken by
looking inside the glass for black char marks or a broken filament wire. To learn how to check
fuses in a car, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you.
Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does
not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles.
Article Summary. Method 1 of Look for the fuse box in your basement or garage. Typically, fuse
boxes are located in basements, garages, laundry rooms, and attics. Try to follow the wire that
leads from the meter. Fuse boxes and circuit breakers are usually located near where power
enters the house. Older homes have glass fuses that look like light bulbs. When fuses blow,
they need to be replaced. Newer homes, on the other hand, have circuit breakers instead, which
just need to be flipped and reset. Turn off the power and unplug the appliances on the blown
circuit. Check the fuses for charred glass or broken filaments. Twist that fuse counterclockwise,
pull it out from the socket, and look inside the glass for black marks or a broken filament wire.
Swap the blown fuse out for one with the same power rating. Look for a number on the fuse,
which indicates its amp rating. Write down the number or take the blown fuse with you to the
hardware store to ensure you get an identical match. Then, plug the replacement fuse in and
turn it clockwise to lock it in place. Turn the power back on to test the new fuse. Once you've
plugged in the fuse, double-check to make sure you disconnected all of your electrical devices
from the broken circuit. Then test the circuit by checking the lights or plugging in your
electronic devices. If the fuse blows again soon after you replaced it, you may be using more
electrical devices than the circuit can handle. Method 2 of Many cars have 2 or more fuse boxes,
but there's no universal standard for their placement. Lift the latch on the side of the fuse box to
loosen the cover. Check the inside of the lid for a diagram of the devices each fuse controls.
Your manual may also include a diagram but, if all else fails, you can also find information on
your specific vehicle online. Be sure to turn your car off before troubleshooting the fuse box.
Remove the blown fuse from the box using fuse pullers or tweezers. Some cars and fuse
replacement kits include small plastic fuse pullers, which you can use to pluck the fuse from the
box. In a pinch, you can also carefully pull the fuse from the box with your fingers. Otherwise,
you could get a nasty shock. Check the fuse for a broken filament or discoloration. Hold it up to
the light and look closely inside for a thin wire that connects the 2 sides of the fuse. If the wire
is broken, or if you see charred marks, the fuse has blown. Install a new fuse with an amperage
that matches the one that blew. Head to an auto shop or major retailer's automotive department
to find fuses for your car. Bring the blown fuse with you to ensure you get the right match.
Press down with a little pressure until it pops into place. Additionally, be sure the prong shape
of the new fuse matches the old one. If necessary, ask an employee at the store for help finding

the right replacement. Method 3 of Check automotive fuses with a simple test light. Put your key
in the ignition and turn it to accessories mode. If the tester lights up, the fuse is working
properly. You can find car fuse test lights online, at auto shops, and in the automotive
department at most major retailers. The tester has 1 or 2 prongs that fit into the tiny test ports
on the outside face of all automotive fuses. Set the fuse glass-side-down on a non-conductive
surface, such as a wood workbench or laminate counter, so the metal plug end faces up. Touch
the other probe to the side of the terminal near where the threading stops. A higher resistance
means a degraded or potentially blown fuse, and a reading of OL over limit means the fuse is
definitely blown. Use a multimeter to test cylindrical fuses in electronic devices. Typically,
electronic devices use tube-shaped fuses with a glass body and terminals at each end. Set your
multimeter to test resistance, and place the fuse on a non-conductive surface. A higher reading
or a reading of OL means the fuse is bad. You can inspect cylindrical fuses for broken filaments
or charred marks just like automotive and plug fuses. Robert Mayew. You will need to get the
year and model number of your car, plus the engine size. Call around to different auto parts
stores, they should be able to give you prices. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 6. Brett Gilbert. You
shouldn't need to cut the sides at all. If the fuse doesn't fit, that usually means the fuse doesn't
belong in your vehicle and can cause problems if it is put in. It may have the wrong amperage
rating in the first place, and cutting the metal may cause more safety issues. Not Helpful 0
Helpful 3. Make sure you check the fuses that connect to the blinkers. If the fuses are
operational, you may have another problem, such as a burned wire or broken switch
somewhere else in the circuit. If you want to test this, you can try to find a circuit diagram for
your card and press a test light to various parts of the blinker circuits. You will most likely need
to have a professional look at it. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. My car charger took in a penny and
sparks came out. Does that mean my fuse blew or do I need to replace the charger part? It's
very possible that only the fuse blew. Remove the fuse that connects to the charging port such
as removing the cigarette lighter fuse if your charger connects to the cigarette lighter. Inspect
and test the fuse. It will most likely be damaged. If it is damaged, you can replace it. Hopefully
that fixes the problem and you don't need to take the car in for electrical repairs. Not Helpful 1
Helpful 2. Akshit Sharma. Yes, you can. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 0. It's better to avoid it to make
absolutely sure you don't overload the electrical system. The fuse should fit, but the extra prong
makes it function better. Yes, especially if you're using some of the old-fashioned home fuses.
There usually is visible damage, like a broken connector or burn marks. Sometimes, you might
get unlucky and have one that doesn't look very different from the other fuses. Not Helpful 0
Helpful 0. Yes, it will have a bunch of fuses, possibly 40 or more. A fuse will connect to the
starter, while other fuses will connect to other electrical components, such as charging ports,
lights, and the radio. They are smaller circuit breakers. Circuit breakers are switches used in
electrical circuits for safety, since they flip off when the circuit overloads. Mini circuit breakers
are sometimes paired with larger breakers to create a tandem breaker. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0.
Use a multimeter. This will also be able to tell you the resistance of the connection, the voltage,
and the amount of current. Make sure that the current and voltage is below what the multimeter
is rated at a maximum, that it can measure in a variety of metric units, that you attach the
alligator clips correctly, and that it can measure alternating current, which is usually what fuses
are used for. There are several HVAC high-voltage alternating current multimeters available that
can satisfy all of these conditions to a certain extent. If the voltage when the fuse is in is equal
to or less than when it is out, you will need to replace the fuse. You can usually hear beeping at
0V. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 1. Unanswered Questions. Include your email address to get a
message when this question is answered. By using this service, some information may be
shared with YouTube. If the replacement fuse blows shortly after installation, your car or home
may have a more serious problem. Call an experienced mechanic or electrician for advice.
Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Keep a few extra fuses on hand in your car or home so you can make a
quick repair when necessary. To avoid electrical shock, always turn off the electricity before
touching any fuses. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 7. About This Article.
Co-authored by:. Ralph Childers. Co-authors: Updated: March 28, Article Summary X To check
fuses in your home fuse box, first find the fuse box, which may be located in your garage,
basement, utility room, or attic. Italiano: Controllare i Fusibili. Bahasa Indonesia: Memeriksa
Sekring. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Reader Success
Stories Dinah Jan 7, This article focused more on cars, but it still got me started. I think the light
meter is probably standard with fuses. Thanks for your help. Mickey Velez May 5, Thank you.
Jeff Martin Sep 15, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies
make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Dinah Jan 7,
Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By signing up
you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Always wondered

how to read palms? Learn in 1 day! Take the Course. X Help us do more We've been helping
billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade.
Let's do this! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. A fuse is a low-resistance resistor device that
protects a circuit from becoming overloaded. It is a short piece of wire that is designed to melt
and break apart when exposed to an excess of electrical current. A fuse is connected in series
to the circuit it protects. A blown fuse usually causes an electrical short or an overloaded
circuit. The most common fuse to burn out in a car is the 12v power outlet, also known as the
cigarette lighter. This is often caused by leaving a cell phone charger in it for a long time, or
because of the occasional stray penny that falls into an exposed power outlet. A fuse box is
located in the car and houses the fuses. Some cars have multiple fuse boxes with many
different fuses. If something electrical in your vehicle suddenly stops working, start by checking
the fuse box and get a certified mechanic to take a look and diagnose any electrical problems.
Most cars have more than one fuse box - some vehicles may even have three or four. Car
manufacturers tend to install fuse boxes in different locations depending on the make of the
car. It is best to refer to your owner's manual to locate the fuse box you need, and also to
determine which fuse controls each circuit. Step 1: Remove the fuse. With the car completely
off, locate the fuse in question and remove it by grabbing it firmly with the fuse puller stored in
the fuse box, or with a pair of needle nose pliers. Step 2: Inspect the fuse. Hold the fuse up to
the light and check the metal wire for signs of damage or a break. If you see either of these, you
will have to replace the fuse. If you do not have a fuse diagram to locate a specific fuse, you can
test each fuse individually with a test light. Step 2: Inspect the fuse with the test light. Attach the
clip for the test light to any bare metal, and use the probe of the test light to touch each end of a
fuse. If the fuse is good, the test light will light up on both sides of the fuse. If the fuse is bad,
only one side will illuminate the test light. Once the damaged fuse is detected, be sure to
replace it with a fuse of the same type and amp rating. Identifying and replacing a damaged fuse
on your own can save you time and money. However, if the same fuse is blowing repeatedly or
if certain electrical components are not working , it is advisable to enlist a certified mechanic to
inspect the electrical system to identify the reason the fuse keeps blowing and replace the fuse
box or fuse for you. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Electric
Problems Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Electric Problems Inspection Cost. Service Location.
Part 1 of 4: Locate the fuse box Materials required Flashlight Needle nose pliers or fuse puller
Test light Most cars have more than one fuse box - some vehicles may even have three or four.
Part 2 of 4: Visually inspect fuses Most fuse boxes will have a diagram displaying the name and
location of each fuse. Part 3 of 4: Use a test light If you do not have a fuse diagram to locate a
specific fuse, you can test each fuse individually with a test light. Tip : Use a computer-safe test
light, preferably one with an LED light, as probing unknown fuses with an older style test light

may draw excessive current. If you test a fuse for the airbag, it may deploy - so be careful! Part
4 of 4: Replacing the fuse Once the damaged fuse is detected, be sure to replace it with a fuse
of the same type and amp rating. Tip : Fuses are sold at any auto parts or hardware store or
dealership. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes
and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details.
Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Electric
Problems Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Jesse 16 years of experience.
Request Jesse. Jesse was great. Good communication on appointment timing. He is a fair and
honest guy. I will recommend him to my friends. I am pleased with my experience with Jesse.
He did a thorough inspection to try to find what caused my car not to start. He explained what
he was checking, along the way, and after every attempt to start the car. He also explained what
was needed to, hopefully, get the car up and running. I would use Jesse if ever I have similar
problems in the future. Nicholas 11 years of experience. Request Nicholas. Super convenient.
Mechanic showed up right on time. Fortunately, our issue was easily resolved with minimal
hassle. Awesome mechanic. Honest and kept me in the loop. Highly recommend this company
and Nicholas. Johnny was on time, honest, professional and very informative. Best experience
that I've had in regards to mechanical work. Johnny was great he saved my family money very
nice very respectful one of the best mechanic I have ever met and seen I will pick him for all
future needs. Andrian 32 years of experience. Request Andrian. Andrian was an excellent
mechanic. He explained the problem to me in detail which was extremely helpful and he
resolved the problem with professionalism and great attention to detail. I will definitely call to
book another appointment with him if my Mercedes has any more issues in the future. I highly
recommend him. This guy is the real deal nit just as a mechanic but as a genuine human being.
He goes above and beyond to ensure that you understand what's happening with your vehicle.
Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Fuse If your car's
accessories are shutting off on their own or you find a black fuse, you should inspect the car's
fuses and replace broken ones. Read more. So, how long How to Tell If Your Car Switches Are
Dying Since Since every part of your car is controlled or operated by a switch in some fashion,
it is to
yamaha suv jet ski
1998 ford explorer brake light switch
pride legend scooter wiring diagram
be expected that the switch will eventually fail. Some of the most commonly used switches in
your car are Related questions Airbag light stayed on after battery change The light might have
came on before you disconnected the bad battery due to low voltage to the system. Once you
put in the new battery, the system still has a stored code and the light will be on until My inside
lights won't come on. The dome light is triggered by a switch in your door or the manual switch
on the dashboard or on the fixture itself. Due the fuse being checked and testing good, you are
going to need to test for ESC Off light came on and continued showing This light is indicating a
logged fault in the stability control system on your Kia Rondo. Common issues are generally
wheel speed sensor failures, but this can be determined by having the faults read out of the
ESC module Browse other content. Schedule your Electric Problems Inspection today! Electric
Problems Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

